Installation on Harley Davidson Batwing

Congratulations on your new fairing, all of us here at Reckless Motorcycles hope you will enjoy the product and enjoy many happy miles.

Please note: You must have the OEM windshield mounts for the fairing to fit properly. Reckless Motorcycles does not supply these mounts. Please contact your dealer for pricing.

Please read through the instructions completely before installation

Step 1:

If your mounting brackets are not already attached to the fairing, you can attach them now, make sure the bend in the brackets go outwards (in other words making the brackets wider)

Step 2:

Remove your rubber windscreen grommets and replace them with the 4x grommets & 4x washers included in the kit as shown on the pictures below. Please note that these new grommets are very important because it will allow you to securely mount and fasten the fairing to the motorcycle.
Step 3: If you have a light bar on your motorcycle, turn your passing lamps sideways at a 45 degree angle outwards before you try and slide the fairing onto the grommets.

You are now ready to slide your new fairing on the new grommets that have been installed. Make sure the bolts where the new grommets are installed is loose so that there is some space to slide the brackets on. We recommend that you have someone help hold the fairing for you to help align the fairing and avoid possible damage due to accidentally dropping the fairing. After the fairing is all the way down, fasten the bolts.
Step 4: Please reference your owner’s manual for wiring diagram if needed.
Installing wiring harness: (ONLY INCLUDED IN COMPLETE UNITS WITH STEREO)

Thread your power cord under your gas tank to the battery, please note to leave enough cord so that it will not pull at all when you turn you handlebars.

2x wired cords you will have, White as positive and Black as negative.

3x wired cords you will have Red as negative, Yellow as positive and Green as positive or ignition.

**Infinity/Rockford Bluetooth units**: Wire the Red wire to your battery negative, and wire the Yellow and Green wire together to your battery positive. DO NOT forget to wire the inline fuse in. These units will not work wired to the ignition.

If you have an additional amp installed, it will be White to positive and Black to negative.

**Sony CD Player’s only**: Wire the Red wire to your battery negative and wire the Yellow wire to your battery positive with the inline fuse. Then wire the Green positive to your bikes ignition/switch wire.
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**IMPORTANT**: PLEASE MAKE SURE TO ALWAYS INSTALL THE INLINE FUSE BETWEEN THE BATTERY POSITIVE AND THE POSITIVE WIRE ON THE WIRING HARNESS.

Make sure the toggle switch located on the bottom left of the fairing is turned on. You will need to turn it off when you shut the bike off.

For Customer’s with CD Player’s only
With Suzuki models, there is a plug close to the battery. Attach the white ignition wire to your solid red wire on your bike.